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H. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

H > Implementation Plan
INTRODUCTION.

The long-term development program or Capital Improvement Program

(CIP)/Needs Assessment for Buchanan Field Airport is intended to establish a strategy
to fund Airport improvements and maximize the potential to receive federal and state
matching funds, while also establishing a financially prudent plan for improvement
funding on a local level. This programming effort is a critical component of this
Master Plan for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the California Department
of Transportation (Caltrans), and the local sponsor (Contra Costa County). From the
FAA and State perspectives, the CIP provides a detailed listing of projects and costs
that is critical for their use in establishing priorities and budgeting expenditures at this
Airport when compared with the needs of other airports. From the local sponsor’s
perspective, the CIP identifies improvement needs and allows budgeting/financial
decisions to be made with a comprehensive understanding of financial implications.
The overall concept is to maximize the opportunities to receive federal and state matching funds,
within the context of and in recognition of the amount of local funds that are available for capital
needs. Although the CIP will be used for programming by the FAA, there is no financial commitment
for the Federal Government or the sponsor to provide funding for the CIP. If federal matching funds
are unavailable for a certain project during the specified time frame, the project will almost certainly
be unaffordable using only local money and the improvement project will not go forward until
appropriate funding is available. The basic structure of the Development Program/CIP is established
in this chapter, with a detailed financial analysis being provided in the next chapter (entitled
Financial Implementation Analysis). The potential improvements necessary to accommodate the
future needs of the Buchanan Field Airport have been placed into three (3) phases: Phase I (0-6
years), Phase II (6-11 years), and Phase III (11-20 years). The suggested program for the phasing of
these projects is provided in Tables H1, H2, and H3. The proposed improvements are illustrated
graphically by time period in the PHASING PLAN (see Figure H1).

Implementation Schedule and Project List
Using the documentation previously presented regarding anticipated facility demands, along
with preliminary engineering analysis focusing on pavement rehabilitation needs, a list of capital
improvement projects has been assembled. The projects for the first six (6) years are listed in
priority order by year. In the second and third phases (years 6-20), the projects are listed
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without year designators. Buchanan Field Airport’s proposed phased capital improvement
program, entitled DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROJECT COSTS, is presented as Tables H1, H2, and H3 of
this chapter. It is anticipated that the project phasing will invariably be altered as local and
federal priorities evolve over the coming months and years.
The details of the Development Program (including a capital improvement project list, project
cost estimates, a finalized phasing list, and a financial feasibility analysis) will be formulated in
consideration of comments received from Airport staff, County staff, the FAA, the Steering
Committee, and the public.
Cost Estimates
Cost estimates for individual projects, based on current costs, have been prepared for the
improvement projects that have been identified as potentially being needed during the 20-year
planning period. These estimates are intended to be used for planning purposes only and should
not be construed as construction cost estimates, which can only be compiled following the
preparation of detailed engineering design documents. (See Financial Implementation Analysis
Chapter, page I.9 for cost estimates funding breakdown.)
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Table H1

PHASE I (0-6 YEARS) DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROJECT COSTS
Recommended Financing Method
Project Description

Note

Total
Costs

2008 Projects
A.1 Design - Overlay Taxiway (TW) E [N of TW
J to Approach End of Runway (RW) 19R] &
TW G & Run-Up Area for RW 1L

Federal
Funds(a

State(b

Local(c

Other(d

$75,000

$71,250

$1,781

$1,969

$0

$75,000

$71,250

$1,781

$1,969

$0

$980,000

$931,000

$23,275

$25,725

$0

$1,000,000

$950,000

$23,750

$26,250

$0

$750,000

$712,500

$17,813

$19,688

$0

$2,730,000

$2,593,500

$64,838

$71,663

$0

$170,000

$161,500

$4,038

$4,463

$0

A.6 Capital Maintenance Reserve

$30,000

$0

$0

$30,000

$0

Sub-Total/2010 Projects

$200,000

$161,500

$4,038

$34,463

$0

$1,700,000

$1,615,000

$40,375

$44,625

$0

A.8 Conduct Obstruction and Approach
Survey - All Runways

$50,000

$47,500

$1,188

$1,313

$0

A.9 Capital Maintenance Reserve

$30,000

$0

$0

$30,000

$0

Sub-Total/2008 Projects
2009 Projects
A.2 Construct - Overlay/ Reconstruct TW E (N
of TW J to Approach End RW 19R) & TW
Golf & Run-Up Area RW 1L
A.3 Security Improvements (Fencing, Gates,
Lights, Cameras, etc.)
A.4 New Noise Monitoring and Flight
Tracking System (Multilateration)
Sub-Total/2009 Projects
2010 Projects
A.5 Design - Overlay Eastside FBO Taxilane
(TL) & TW J (S of TW A to App End of RW
32R)

2011 Projects
A.7 Reconstruction of Eastside FBO TL & TW J
(S of TW A to App End of RW 32R)
w/drainage

$1,780,000

$1,662,500

$41,563

$75,938

$0

2012 Projects
A.10 Design - East T-Hangars TL
Rehab/Reconstruct & Drainage

Sub-Total/2011 Projects

$275,000

$261,250

$6,531

$7,219

$0

A.11 Capital Maintenance Reserve

$30,000

$0

$0

$30,000

$0

$305,000

$261,250

$6,531

$37,219

$0

Sub-Total/2012 Projects
Notes
(a Federal - FAA Airport Improvement Program (AIP) Grants

(b State - California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Grants
(c Local - Airport Revenues, Cash Reserves, Etc
(d Private Financing, Revenue Bonds, Etc.
Cost estimates, based upon 2006 data, are intended for preliminary planning purposes and do not reflect a detailed engineering evaluation.
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Table H1

PHASE I (0-6 YEARS) DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROJECT COSTS (Continued)
Recommended Financing Method
Project Description

Note

2013 Projects
A.12 Construct - East T-Hangars TL
Rehab/Reconstruct & Drainage

Total
Costs

Federal
Funds(a

State(b

Local(c

Other(d

$2,664,000

$2,530,800

$63,270

$69,930

$0

A.13 Design North Parallel Access Taxiway to
19 Acre Development Area

$24,500

$23,275

$582

$643

$0

A.14 Construct North Parallel Access Taxiway
to 19 Acre Development Area

$490,000

$465,500

$11,638

$12,863

$0

$1,870,000

$1,776,500

$44,413

$49,088

$0

A.16 State and Federal Environmental
Processing for Proposed Improvements
(this project may appear several times
during 20-year CIP) (e

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

A.17 Design South Parallel Access Taxiway to
19 Acre Development Area

$24,500

$23,275

$582

$643

$0

A.18 Construct South Parallel Access Taxiway
to 19 Acre Development Area

$490,000

$465,500

$11,638

$12,863

$0

$30,000

$0

$0

$30,000

$0

$5,593,000

$5,284,850

$132,121

$176,029

$0

$10,683,000

$10,034,850

$250,871

$397,279

$0

A.15 Construct Second Entrance Sally Ride
Drive from Marsh Drive for 19 Acre
Development Area

A.19 Capital Maintenance Reserve
Sub-Total/2013 Projects
Total/Phase I (2007-2013)
Notes
(a Federal - FAA Airport Improvement Program (AIP) Grants
(b State - California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Grants
(c Local - Airport Revenues, Cash Reserves, Etc
(d Private Financing, Revenue Bonds, Etc.

(e Cost Estimates Unavailable and Dependent upon Project Scoping.
Cost estimates, based upon 2006 data, are intended for preliminary planning purposes and do not reflect a detailed engineering evaluation.
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Table H2

PHASE II (6-11 YEARS) DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROJECT COSTS
Recommended Financing Method
Project Description
B.1 Construct - Overlay/Reconstruct RW
1L/19R
B.2 Construct - Overlay/Reconstruct RW
14L/32R

Note

Total
Costs
$5,000,000

Federal
Funds(a
$4,750,000

State(b
$118,750

$5,000,000

$4,750,000

$118,750

$131,250

$0

Other(d
Local(c
$131,250
$0

B.3

Reconstruct TW B

$3,330,000

$3,163,500

$79,088

$87,413

$0

B.4

Construct Airport Service Road From
Hotel Ramp to TW E

$1,123,200

$1,067,040

$26,676

$29,484

$0

B.5

Remove Portions of TW D at TW A and
Runway 32R Threshold; Construct Airport
Service Road from East Ramp to East
Development Area

$450,000

$427,500

$10,688

$11,813

$0

B.6

Construct - Expansion of Eastside Run-Up
Areas for RWs 19R & 19L

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

B.7

Other Pavement Maintenance and Rehab
- Five Year Estimate

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

B.8

Capital Maintenance Reserve

$150,000

$0

$0

$150,000

$0

Total/Phase II (2014- 2018)

$15,053,200

$14,158,040

$353,951

$541,209

$0

Notes
(a Federal - FAA Airport Improvement Program (AIP) Grants
(b State - California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Grants
(c Local - Airport Revenues, Cash Reserves, Etc
(d Private Financing, Revenue Bonds, Etc.
Cost estimates, based upon 2006 data, are intended for preliminary planning purposes and do not reflect a detailed engineering evaluation.
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Table H3

PHASE III (11-20 YEARS) DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROJECT COSTS
Recommended Financing Method
Project Description
Note
C.1 Constuct - Overlay/
Reconstruct RW 1R/19L
C.2 Construct TW L Extension from Runway
1R/19L to TW E; Remove TW C from TW E
to TW D
C.3 Construct TW F Extension from Runway
1L/19R to TW E; Remove Diagonal Section
of TW F Between TW E and Runway
1L/19R
C.4 Construct New Run-Up Area on East
Ramp, West of Intersection of Taxiways
J and B; Remove Portion of Existing RunUp Area on East Ramp at Runway 32R
Threshold
C.5 Site Enhancements Landscape, Lighting,
Irrigation and Sign Improvements John
Glenn Drive

Total
Costs

Federal
Funds(a
$0

$0

$0

$0

Other(d
$0

$4,770,000

$4,531,500

$113,288

$125,213

$0

$1,010,000

$959,500

$23,988

$26,513

$0

$770,000

$731,500

$18,288

$20,213

$0

$1,280,000

$0

$0

$1,280,000

$0

Construct Replacement TW K From TW A
to TW E; Remove Existing TW K and Part
of Run-Up Area Between TW E and
Runway 01R/19L
Remove TW H Between TW J and
Runway 14R/32L

$1,380,000

$1,311,000

$32,775

$36,225

$0

$110,000

$104,500

$2,613

$2,888

$0

C.8

Site Enhancements Landscape, Lighting,
Irrigation and Sign Improvements Sally
Ride Drive

$710,000

$0

$0

$710,000

$0

C.9

Drainage Improvements

$856,000

$813,200

$20,330

$22,470

$0

C.10 Construct New Air Traffic Control Tower

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

C.11 Install PAPIs Runways 14L & Replace VASI
w/PAPI Runways 19R,1L & 32R

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

C.12 Property Acquisition - Avigation
Easement Runway 19R RPZ

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

C.13 Install PAPI Runways 1R, 19L, 14R & 32L

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$3,900,000

$0

$0

$3,900,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

C.6

C.7

C.14 Construct Multi-Use Terminal/ Admin.
Building 15,000 s.f.
C.15 Other Pavement Maintenance and Rehab
- Ten Year Estimate

State(b

Local(c

C.16 Capital Maintenance Reserve

$300,000

$0

$0

$300,000

$0

Total/Phase III (2019-2028)

$15,086,000

$8,451,200

$211,280

$6,423,520

$0

GRAND TOTALS

$40,822,200

$32,644,090

$816,102

$7,362,008

$0

Notes
(a Federal - FAA Airport Improvement Program (AIP) Grants
(b State - California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Grants
(c Local - Airport Revenues, Cash Reserves, Etc
(d Private Financing, Revenue Bonds, Etc.
Cost estimates, based upon 2006 data, intended for preliminary planning purposes and do not reflect a detailed engineering evaluation.
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Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
To assist in preparation of the FAA’s effort to provide grant funding to the most needed projects,
Airport staff keeps, on file and up to date with the FAA, an Airport Capital Improvement
Program (ACIP), which is similar in format to the tables presented previously. The purpose of
the proposed project list, phasing, and costs is to provide a progressive projection of capital
needs, which can then be utilized in local and federal financial programming. It is realized that
as soon as this long-range planning document is published, the project list starts to be out of date
and, therefore, it will always differ to some degree with the Airport’s six-year ACIP on file with
the FAA. A project must be listed on the ACIP for it to be funding eligible for AIP funds. At this
point in the master planning process, the CIP is in preliminary form. Again, following review of
the materials provided in this Final Report, an in-depth financial analysis will be completed,
which will guide the finalization of the CIP recommendations.

Phasing Plan
To supplement the information provided by the project list and project cost estimates, a phasing
illustration has been prepared. The following illustration, entitled PHASING PLAN, indicates the
suggested phasing for the proposed improvement projects throughout the 20-year planning
period. The plans represent a suggested schedule and variance from it may be necessary,
especially during the latter time periods. Attention has been given to the first six years because
the projects outlined in this time frame include many critical improvements. The demand for
certain facilities, especially in the latter time frame, and the economic feasibility of their
development, are to be the prime factors influencing the timing of individual project
construction. Care must be taken to provide for adequate lead-time for detailed planning and
construction of facilities in order to meet aviation demands. It is also important to minimize the
disruptive scheduling, where a portion of the facility may become inoperative due to
construction, and to prevent extra costs resulting from improper project scheduling.
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Financial Plan and Implementation Strategy
Funding sources for the capital improvement program depend on many factors, including
Airport Improvement Program (AIP) project eligibility, the ultimate type and use of facilities to
be developed, debt capacity of the Airport, the availability of other financing sources, and the
priorities for scheduling project completion. For planning purposes, assumptions were made
related to the funding source of each capital improvement. The projects costs provided in the
previous tables are identified with likely funding sources.
The information provided below is background information. The actual plan for funding of
improvements at the Airport will be specified after the completion of an in-depth financial
implementation programming analysis.
Sources of Capital Funding
Following is a short description of capital improvement funding sources to provide background
and context when reviewing the previously presented DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROJECT COST tables.
A more complete description is provided in the subsequent chapter, entitled Financial
Implementation Analysis.
The Federal Government initially
embarked on a grant-in-aid program to promote the development of a system of airports shortly
after World War II. Over the years, the program has been through several iterations and names.
The current program was established by the Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1982 and
is known as the Airport Improvement Program (AIP). Funds obligated for the AIP are drawn
from the Airport and Airway Trust fund, which is supported by the user fees, fuel taxes, and
other similar aviation revenue sources.
FEDERAL AIRPORT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (AIP) GRANTS.

The FAA currently provides grants on a 95%/5% federal/local split basis to airports similar to
Buchanan Field Airport for public-use improvement projects. On an entitlement grant basis,
under current funding guidelines, the airport receives $150,000 in dedicated grant funds
annually. There are also discretionary funds available through AIP. Discretionary grants are
over and above entitlement funding, and are provided to airports for projects that have a high
federal priority for enhancing safety, security, and capacity of the airport, and would be difficult
to fund otherwise. The dollar amounts of individual grants vary and can be significant in
comparison to entitlement funding. Discretionary grants are awarded at the FAA’s sole
prerogative. Discretionary grant applications are evaluated based on need, the FAA’s project
priority ranking system, and the FAA’s assessment of a project’s significance within the national
airport and airway system.
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Within the FAA’s budget appropriation, money is available in
the Facilities and Equipment (F&E) Fund to purchase navigational aids (such as Instrument
Landing Systems and Approach Lighting) and air safety-related technical equipment, including
Airport Traffic Control Towers (ATCTs). Each F&E development project is evaluated
independently through a cost/benefit analysis to determine funding eligibility and priority
ranking. The qualified projects are totally funded (i.e., 100%) by the FAA, with the remaining
projects likely being AIP eligible. In addition, the airport can apply for NAVAIDS maintenance
funding through the F&E program for those facilities that are not F&E funded. It is possible
that some of the proposed landing aid-related development projects for Buchanan Field Airport
will qualify for F&E funding, if available.

FAA FACILITIES & EQUIPMENT FUNDS.

The Division
administers three state aid programs for airports: (1) Annual Grants, (2) AIP Matching, and (3)
A&D Grants. The sole funding source for these grants is the excise tax revenue on general
aviation (GA) gasoline ($0.18 per gallon) and for jet fuel ($0.02 per gallon).
In addition, the Division administers the Local Airport Loan Program.
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS (CALTRANS) DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS.

Annual Grants. These are State grants ($10,000 annually) to eligible airports for use at the
sponsor’s discretion subject to applicable laws and regulations, with prior approval from the
Department.
The Annual Grant can fund projects for “airport and aviation purposes” as defined in Section
21681(f) of the State Aeronautics Act. Also, the Annual Grant can fund fueling facilities,
restrooms, showers, wash racks, and operation and maintenance. The Annual Grant can provide
part of the sponsor’s match for projects that are funded by FAA grants as long as the project is
otherwise eligible for state funding.
AIP Matching Grants. These are State grants to eligible airports for eligible projects subject to
programming and allocation by the California Transportation Commission (CTC). This grant
assists the sponsor in meeting the local match for Airport Improvement Program (AIP) grants
from the FAA. The State grant is 5% of the AIP amount. Generally, State matching is limited
to projects that primarily benefit general aviation.
Acquisition and Development (A&D) Grants. In general, the sponsor must meet the same
eligibility requirements as for the Annual Grant. An A&D grant cannot be used as local match
for an FAA grant. The minimum amount of an A&D grant is $10,000. The maximum amount
that can be allocated to an airport in a single fiscal year is $500,000.
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The amount available for A&D grants is what is left in the Aeronautics Account after funding
Annual Grants and AIP Matching. The local match can vary from 10% to 50% of the project’s
cost. The match rate is set annually by the CTC. (A 10% rate has been utilized for the past 15+
years.) The Annual Grant may not be used for the local match to an A&D grant.
Local Airport Loan Program. The Local Airport Loan Account is a revolving fund that was
initiated with seed money from the Aeronautics Account. As principal and interest payments are
returned to the Loan Account, additional loans can be provided to airports. Loans are available
for revenue generation projects such as hangars and fueling facilities. Loans can also be made for
airport development projects and can be made to assist the sponsor with the local match for an
AIP project.
No limit on the size of a loan has been established. The Division determines the amount for
each individual loan in accordance with the feasibility of the project and the sponsor’s financial
status.
Many airports use private third party financing when the planned
improvements will be primarily used by a private business or other organization. Such projects
are not ordinarily eligible for federal funding. Projects of this kind typically include hangars,
FBO facilities, fuel storage, exclusive aircraft parking aprons, industrial aviation use facilities,
non-aviation office/commercial/industrial developments, and various other projects. Private
development proposals are considered on a case-by-case basis. Often, airport funds for
infrastructure, preliminary site work, and site access are required to facilitate privately developed
projects on airport property.
PRIVATE THIRD PARTY FINANCING.

The airport generates revenue through ground leases, facility leases,
commercial aviation fees, fuel fees, etc. At many airports, generating the necessary cash flow to
balance the operations and maintenance can be a difficult task.
AIRPORT REVENUES.

Generation of money to adequately fund capital costs associated with the operation of an airport
is often a significant challenge. Many smaller airports rely on supplemental money from local
general funds to assist with funding major projects. However, it must be realized that Contra
Costa County general funds carry the burden of all County departments, and they will likely not
be in the financial position to provide the type of monetary assistance necessary to fund the
Airport’s capital needs identified in this Master Plan. Careful planning will be required to ensure
that the Airport’s capital needs are met with the scarce dollars that are available. In addition, the
importance of continuing the process to find and develop new revenue sources to help support
the operation and improvement of the Airport should be emphasized.
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Summary - Master Plan Capital Improvement Program Financial Implications
If aviation demands continue to indicate that improvements are needed, and if the proposed
improvements prove to be environmentally acceptable, the capital improvement financial
implications discussed above are likely to be acceptable for the FAA and Contra Costa County.
However, it must be recognized that this is only a programming analysis and not a commitment
on the part of the FAA or the Airport Sponsor. If the cost of an improvement project is not
financially feasible, it will not be initiated.
Following the receipt of comments on the above documentation and to further refine the
financial implications involved with the long-term development program, the Master Plan’s final
chapter entitled Financial Implementation Analysis, will be prepared. The Financial
Implementation Analysis Chapter will provide a detailed analysis of the CIP and funding strategies.
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